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Abstract. Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) is a human blood cancer which 

causes most deaths among other types of blood cancer. It commonly occurs in children 

and teenagers. ALL is recognised when there is a presence of lymphoblast cell in human 

blood. Haematologists diagnose ALL using visual microscopic observation from a 

human periphery blood sample. The inspection takes a long time and is limited to the 

subjective experience of the haematologist, and therefore, causes differences in the 

diagnostic results among haematologists. In this study, the researchers proposed 

automatic ALL Identification system to solve the problem. The method used an image 

processing technique that analysed a human blood cells morphology. The system 

identified the differences between normal white blood cells and lymphoblast cells by 

considering the shape and the size of the nucleus and also the cytoplasm. There are 33 

microscopic an image data of a human blood cell that were used in this research. 

Geometric features used in the study were an area, perimeter, eccentricity, 

equivDiameter, solidity, roundness and circularity of a human blood the nucleus and 

cytoplasm and also the ratio of area and the perimeter of the cells and the nuclei. Firstly, 

the nucleus and cytoplasm were extracted from the other component of a human blood 

cell using Gram-Schmidt as an orthogonalisation-based segmentation method and then 

using Otsu threshold. Support Vector Machine was then used to classify whether the 

white blood cells were lymphoblasts or normal cells. Lastly, ALL identification was 

evaluated by the parameter of sensitivity and misclassification rate metrics using k-fold 

cross-validation. 
 
 

1. Introduction 

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) is a type of blood cancer caused by malignant blood cells 

[6,15,16,17] usually recognised by the presence of abnormal white blood cells called lymphocytes in 

the peripheral blood [3]. Those abnormal Lymphocyte cells are white blood cells which are imperfect 

(immature), also called leukemic cells or lymphoblast. ALL most commonly occurs in children aged 2 

to 5 years old and adults aged 50 years old or older [13,12,9]. ALL diagnostic is challenging to do 

because ALL has quite unsuspicious symptoms such as fever, anaemia, lethargy, and pain in the joints 

[12]. Haematology specialist performs ALL diagnosis by examining a peripheral blood sample. The 

blood test includes complete blood count (with flow cytometry) and visual examination using a 

microscope [2]. Full blood count is performed to count the amount of each of the 5-type white blood 

cells. This automatic counting instrument uses flow cytometry to measure cytochemical contained in 

the blood and to observe the blood cells’ physical characteristics using a light detector [9]. The light 

detector uses electric impedance or fluorescence to identify the white blood cells’ type. Although the 
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results given by the counting instrument is very accurate, the instrument itself is unable to detect the 

morphology of the abnormal white blood cells, which is why the microscopic visual examination is also 

necessary. Visual examination is performed to identify lymphoblast based on the morphology. As a 

visual examination of the blood sample takes a long time, and the diagnosis results among 

haematologists cannot be used as a standard since the accuracy still depends on the experts’ proficiency 

[9,6,12,5]. To solve the problem above, ALL automatic identification system is proposed. ALL 

automatic identification system analyses the morphology of blood cell an image using peripheral blood 

sample imaging; the result is not subjective; with standardised accuracy [9,12]. The difference between 

normal lymphocytes and abnormal lymphocytes is determined by the changes in the shapes and the sizes 

of the nucleus and cytoplasm.  Normal lymphocytes have regular and smaller the nucleus shape and 

have the nucleus ratio with smaller cytoplasm if compared to lymphoblast cells. Therefore, the shape 

and the size of cytoplasm can be used to differentiate normal lymphocytes from lymphoblast (ALL cell). 

Geometric feature descriptors used in this study were the width, perimeter, eccentricity, equivalent 

diameter, solidity, roundness, and circularity of white blood cells’ the nucleus and cytoplasm, as well as 

the ratio of area and the nucleus’s perimeter to the cell. The nucleus and cytoplasm had to be first 

extracted from other blood component using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation-based segmentation 

method and Otsu threshold. Classifier Support Vector Machine (SVM) was also used to classify whether 

a white blood cell was considered normal or lymphoblastic.  

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization. 
An image segmentation using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation theory was implemented in the 

study proposed by [5] and [10]. Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation is a method used for vector set 
orthogonalisation of the inner product space. Set of orthogonal vector S ' = u1,..., un  generated from 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation of vector set S =v1,..., vn  has the same sub-space with Gram-
Schmidt S. projection as shown in the equation (1). 

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑢𝑣 =
(𝑢,𝑣)

(𝑢,𝑢)
 𝑢 = (𝑢, 𝑣)

𝑢

(𝑢,𝑢)
        (1) 

With (u,v) as the multiplication in vector u and v. Vector v is orthogonal toward vector u. The Gram-

Schmidt process is defined by equation (2) as follows: 

𝑢𝑘 = 𝑣𝑘 − ∑ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑢𝑗
𝑘=1
𝑗=1 𝑣𝑘 , 𝑒𝑘 =

𝑢𝑘

‖𝑢𝑘‖
     (2) 

Vector u1,…, uk is an orthogonal vector, and vector e1,…., ek is a normalised vector that generates 

a set of orthonormal. Based on the method above, for vector S = {v1,…., vn}, it can be found a vector 

with maximum orthogonality toward desirable vector, and also a vector with minimum orthogonality 

toward other vectors in N-dimension space. Vector wk can be determined by using equation (3): 

𝑤𝑘 = 𝑣𝑘 − ∑ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑣𝑗
𝑣𝑘

𝑘−1
𝑗=1 , 𝑘 = 1,2,3    (3) 

Therefore, the result of the inner product of set S with wk is shown by equation (4) below: 
〈𝒗𝒋, 𝒘𝒌〉 = 0    𝑗 ∊ 1, … . , 𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑛 𝑗 ∉ 𝑘 

〈𝒗𝒌, 𝒘𝒌〉 = 𝐾   𝐾 ≠ 0                                        (4) 

2.2. Multilevel Thresholding Otsu 

Otsu threshold method is used to find single threshold value which divides pixels into a bi-level 

value. The development of Otsu bilevel thresholding method for cases in which there are more than 

one threshold value in multilevel thresholding that has been proposed by [1], [8] and [5].  

 

3. Research Methodology 

The imaging data observed in the study were microscopic imaging of peripheral blood smear sample 

which contained lymphoblast (ALL) cell and normal cell. The microscopic imaging of peripheral blood 

smear sample itself included regions such as red blood cell, white blood cell, platelet, and background 
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(Figure 1). The white blood cell is comprised of the nucleus and cytoplasm. Error! Reference source not 

found. shows the structure of a white blood cell. 

 
Figure 1. The physical structure of white blood cell 

 

This study was divided into two parts. Those parts were segmentation process for extracting white 

blood cells’ the nucleus and cytoplasm, which then followed by ALL identification. The white blood 

cells identification using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation was then followed by Otsu threshold. The 

identification was performed to divide the nucleus and cytoplasm. Geometric features used in the study 

were width, perimeter, eccentricity, equivDiameter, solidity, roundness, and circularity of the nucleus 

and cytoplasm, as well as the ratio of area and the edge of the cell and the nucleus. Those geometric 

features were used as attributes to classify white blood cells into lymphoblast or normal cells. Block 

diagram in Figure 2 represents the flow diagram of the complete process of automatic ALL 

identification. 

 

 
Figure 2. Flow diagram of the complete process of automatic ALL identification 

3.1 White Blood Cell Segmentation 

White blood cell segmentation was performed to extract white blood cells’ nuclei and cytoplasm 

from the other blood components (red blood cell and platelet), including the background. In this study 

used segmentation method proposed by [5]. The algorithm steps of white blood cells segmentation are 

as the following: 

1. Determine the feature vector for every pixel using imaging RGM component   

2. Calculate weight vector w to strengthen the colour vector of the white blood cell region and to 

weaken unwanted colour vectors.   

3. Calculate the inner product between weight vector w and the vector of input an images’ pixels to 

produce composite an image with maximum intensity in the violet colour regions and minimum 

depth for the region of other colours, then continue with thresholding, and the result will be in binary 

an images  
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4. Cut input images into sub-an images, based on bounding box that surrounds connected component 

of regions in binary images. 

5. For every sub-an image, do thresholding that finds out two threshold values using Otsu function: 

between class variance  

 

3.2 Geometric Features Extractions 

 

The ratio of area between the nucleus and cell (Figure 3) was determined by the surface width (the 

number of pixels) of the binary an image, Snu and Ssel, for the nucleus and cell area consecutively. The 

ratio of area between the nucleus and cell was defined by equation (5). 

NCRarea =
𝑆𝑛𝑢

𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑙
      (5) 

The perimeter ratio between the nucleus and cell was determined by the perimeter of the binary an 

image (the number of boundary pixel), Pnu dan Psel. The perimeter ratio between the nucleus and cell 

was defined by equation (6).  

NCRperi =
𝑃𝑛𝑢

𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑙
      (6) 

Seven geometric feature values were counted. Those values were width, perimeter, eccentricity, 

equivDiameter, solidity, roundness and the nucleus circularity. Width value is the number of binary 

image pixels. Perimeter value is determined by the number of pixels surrounding (boundary) the binary 

an image (Figure 3(a)). Eccentricity value is determined by using the binary moment to count the ratio 

between major axis length and minor axis length from ellipse inertia as shown in equation (7). 

Eccentricity =√
major_axis_length2 − minor_axis_length2

major_axis_length
    (7) 

EquivDiameter is the diameter of a circle of the same width (region). EquivDiameter is determined 

using equation 8. 

EquivDiameter =√
4 × width

π
      (8) 

Solidity is pixels proportion in the convex hull which was also in the region and was counted 

using equation (9). The convex hull is the smallest convex polygon which contains region. Convex area 

is the number of pixels on the convex an image (convex hull with all pixels in the hull filled), as shown 

by figure 3(b). 

Solidity =
width

convex_area
     (9) 

Roundness was calculated using equation (10). Significant axis length is the pixel length of 

major axis ellipse (Figure 3(c)) which is the same with the second central moment from the region. 

Roundness =
4 × width

π × major_axis_length2
           (10) 

Lastly, Circularity or the form factor is calculated using equation (11). 

Circularity =
perimeter2

4 × π × luas
     (11) 

Therefore, the number of the element from geometric feature vectors was fourteen, seven features each 

for the nucleus and cytoplasm. 

 
(a)             (b)            (c)              (d) 

Figure 3. Geometric features [14]: (a) perimeter, (b) convex area, (c) major axis length, (d) minor axis 

length. 
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3.3 Classification 

For the purpose of training and classifying, the algorithm of classifier Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) with linear kernel function was used. Training algorithm took training data to be trained by 

classifier, so that training model could be determined. Training model was then used in classifying new 

data into two classes: ALL cells and normal cells. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The Dataset of the microscopic peripheral blood an image (blood-smear images) used in the 

study was acute lymphoblastic leukaemia an image database ALL-IDB1 provided by Donida Labati, et 

al. [4].  ALL-IDB1 consists of 108 24-bit resolution JPG images. For system trial in this study, the 

researchers used 35 blood cell images comprised 269 white blood cells, taken by Olympus C2500L 

camera (1712 x 1368 pixel resolution) under the same lighting setting. The number of the successfully 

segmented white blood cell was 263 white blood cells with an average accuracy of 98%. Each segmented 

white blood cell had its 16 geometric features calculated. To evaluate the suggested method, k-fold 

cross-validation (k = 10) method was used. Since the problem of the study was the binary classification, 

which was the identification of ALL cells and normal cells, the classifier algorithm Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) with linear kernel was used. The classification result was analysed using a confusion 

matrix. This matrix, as shown in Table 1, contains information about the actual value and image 

prediction testing obtained from SVM. True Positive (TP) is the number of ALL cells correctly classified 

as ALL cells. False Negative (FN) is the number of ALL cells classified as normal cells. False Positive 

(FP) is the number of normal cells classified as ALL cell, and True Negative (TN) is the number of cells 

correctly classified as a normal cell. 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix 

Actual Class 

Prediction Class ALL Cell Normal Cell 

ALL Cell True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP) 

Normal Cell False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN) 

 

The result was then analyzed using two evaluation measures which were sensitivity and 

misclassification rate. Sensitivity is the probability of ALL cell being identified correctly defined by the 

equation (12) below: 

Sensitivity = TP/(TP+FN)       (12) 

Misclassification determines the number of cells that are classified incorrectly; 

Misclassification is defined by the equation (13) below: 

Misclassification rate = (FP+FN)/(TP+FP+FN+TN)       (13) 

The calculation results are shown in Table 2. 

 

 Table 2. The Evaluation of the Proposed Method Performance  

Evaluation Matrix Value 

TP 247 

TN 6 

FP 6 

FN 4 

Sensitivity 0.984 

Misclassification 0.061 
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Table 2 shows that most ALL cells were identified as normal cells which means that ALL cells 

were correctly classified, proven by 98.4% Sensitivity and 6.1% misclassification rate. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 In this study proposed the use of automatic acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) cells 

identification method by processing and analysing peripheral blood-smear an images. The technique 

provided an automated procedure to support medical examination, especially to help acute 

lymphoblastic leukaemia screening. The process was initialized by identifying white blood cell using 

threshold technique, which then continued by geometric features extraction for classification using SVM 

Linear. The results of the experiment showed that the proposed method was able to classify all extracted 

white blood cells; both lymphoblastic cells (ALL cells) and normal cells, with 98.4% sensitivity and 

6.1% misclassification rate. The focus for further development of the proposed method was on the phase 

of separating overlapped blood cells, which was very important in calculating all individual white blood 

cells on the microscopic peripheral blood an image. In addition, the multi-class classifier algorithm was 

also needed in identifying the types of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. 
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